
Processing specifications

The surface upon which Deep Patch is to be applied must be 
free of dirt, loose and flaking paint, vegetation, chemical or oily 
residues or any other substances that might inhibit good ad-
hesion. Mechanically roughening the area will aid in adhesion, 
and should be done if the area is too smooth. Do not mix more 
material than can be placed in 15 minutes. A trowel or straight 
edge should be used to apply material. Should the material 
become stiff while working, dip tool in clean water for easi-
er working. Edges of the patch should always be “feathered” 
so there is a smooth transition at the edge of the patch. It is 
sometimes necessary to use a coat of Acrylic Resurfacer mix 
to blend in the patch. Patches filled with Deep Patch must be 
allowed to thoroughly cure prior to applying the next coating 
application. Cure time depends on the depth of the patch, and 
may take up to 24 hours.

Safety warnings 

Smoking and naked lights are strictly prohibited while work-
ing with the product. Enclosed spaces should be adequately 
ventilated while working with the product. In addition, we rec-
ommend wearing protective goggles and gloves. In the event 
of contact with the skin or eyes, wash the affected areas thor-
oughly with soap and water. 
If symptoms persist, seek medical attention.

Packaging

20 kg bucket 

Storage

Provided it is kept at a cool and dry location inside sealed, 
un  opened containers, the product can be stored for at least  
12 months.

                Deep Patch
acrylic cement modifier

This is a high strength acrylic cement modifier. An advan-
tage of using Deep Patch is that it cures quickly making a 
hard, tough, and durable patch. Deep Patch does not contain 
asbestos, lead, or Mercury.

Basic Use: Deep Patch is designed for mixing with Portland 
cement and sand. It can be used over new or existing asphalt or 
concrete recreational surfaces. Deep Patch can also be used to fill 
cracks, and will not sink like elastomeric crack fillers.

Mixing ratio see table

Processing temperature 10 °C – 54 °C
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